The Light Closest to the Sun

REALISTIC RENDITION
TRI-R brings out the true texture of materials.
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The Light Closest to the Sun
From ancient times, we have been lived under natural light. Although our light
source has shifted with the introduction of LED, we still live under the natural light
and see things through it. Presence of natural light is graved into DNA of mankind
and connected deeply to our vision, sense and vividly lightening things as those
are. It gives peace in our mind and heals our body. TRI-R is the technology that
recreates natural spectrum with the combination of cutting-edge LED technology
and phosphor of patented technology.
TRI-R is the symbol of refined light that colors life of health and richness of mind.
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Spectrum difference by light source
TRI-R succeeded in producing natural and smooth continuous spectrum with the combination of Purple LED and
original phosphor technology, those convert all emission from LED to excitation ray to generate white emission to
maintain degree of emission intensity.
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Structure of TRI-R
When irradiate lights within phosphor wave, longer wave of fluorescence germinate compare to irradiation light,
which is called excitation emission. Since excitation emission has longer wave in comparison to irradiation light, TRI-R
forms white emission by Purple LED that has shorter wave to Blue (one), and with the combination of phosphors
based on RGB, create much natural white color.

TRI-R

Phosphor material technology
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Figure shows the emission spectrum of various kinds
of phosphors. A selection from these phosphors was
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blended to create the new phosphor mixture.

Cannot be described by CRI
Color rendering property is the numerical rate of this illumination light’s influence on projection to object when
observed by a person. General evaluation system of the property is called, ‘CRI’ is the average rendering color
evaluation number. Further, there are cases to apply, ‘CQS’ is evaluation system that is constructed bases on rather
subjective capture of color by human sensitivity. TRI-R marked extremely high rates on both scales. At average
rendering color evaluation, CRI, it marked Ra97, and for new evaluation system, CQS, it scored Qa97.
CRI and CQS are artificial indices for digitally defining the spectral shapes of light sources. Since not equipped
to define all of the colors in nature, if there are high intensity or absence in a given spectral region, CRI unable
to describe them. TRI-R, for its part, contains the entire spectrum of colors comparable to that of sunlight, so it
is capable of reproducing the color of gold with all of its complex reflections, or even a pale flesh tone like skin
through which blood vessels can be seen. Cannot be described by CRI.

Gold

| Art museum, Jeweler

Analyzing the reflected light spectrum for metal, we see a
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gentle absorption across all regions, with marked reflection
in the range of 400-500nm. For B+YR, there is a lack of short
wave reflection, and a strong value in the 450nm (blue peak)
region, so the color rendering leans towards green.
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Skin
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The reflected light spectrum for skin shows heavy absorption
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in the range of 500-600nm. For B+YR, there is a strong value
in the 450nm (blue peak) region, so the color rendering leans
towards green.
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A truth is expressed
We believe that the light used to illuminate a painting should be the same as that used by the
artist when painting the canvas. It is evident that in the days before electric light, the major
source of illumination was the sun. For instance, as seen in color perspective, depth is created
through the use of different colors in the foreground and background, with the artist utilizing
color to bring out to maximal effect the light seen at that time. Therefore, when viewing a
piece, the same light conditions as those from when the artist painted it are the ideal context
in which to examine the works.
TRI-R replicates the sunlight spectrum across all light temperatures, so combining warm and
cool colored light sources, the work can be viewed in the same light conditions as those
that existed when the artist painted it. Where the two light sources intersect is a continuous
spectrum equivalent to sunlight, so a totally natural gradation is achieved.
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Peter Paul Rubens "Self-portrait" 1623, Royal Collection

The expressive power of painting
One of painting’s most fundamental and also most difficult subjects is human skin.
The flesh tones found in paintings by Rubens are considered to be transparent.
The flesh tones that painters of later generations have attempted to create through
mimesis (imitation) are the product of a mode of color expression that uses multiple
layers of differently colored paint. Rubens, who was the greatest of baroque painters,
was able to express the inner quality hidden behind the surface of human skin ever
so exquisitely though the gradation of delicate skin tones applied in all directions.

Pietro Paolo Rubens e la
nascita del Barocco
Palazzo Reale, Milano,
26 Ottobre 2016 – 26 Febbraio 2017

The realistic human figures that Rubens so ardently wanted to express as he worked
under sunlight—the only kind of spatial lighting available in those days—can now
be viewed under light conditions that are as close as possible to this natural light.
Rubens' lifelike skin tones, which, after 400 years, still retain their original color,
glow beautifully once again, bathed in TRI-R light.

TRI-R

Ordinary LED (B+YR)

Peter Paul Rubens "Portrait of Clara-Serena Rubens" ca. 1616 Liechtenstein Museum, Wenen

TRI-R

Peter Paul Rubens, Portrait of Clara-Serena Rubens, ca. 1616 Liechtenstein Museum, Wenen

Ordinary LED (B+YR)

Peter Paul Rubens "The Abduction of Ganymede" Schwarzenberg Palace, Vienna

Peter Paul Rubens "The Abduction of Ganymede" Schwarzenberg Palace, Vienna
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Visibility “Low scattering”
TRI-R has both excellent color rendering properties and visibility. Scattering of light
increases as the wavelength is getting shorter which means energy level is getting higher.
Ordinary LED (B+YR) has remarkably different spectral characteristics compare to natural
light. The cause is the production of its white emission. Its compositions are Blue LED
transmitted light and phosphor that’s formed by excitation emission of Yellow and Red
those absorbed Blue light. Thus protrusion of Blue transmitted light territory enlarges. This
Blue transmitted light (Blue Light) is at the early stage of discussion since it may cause
eyestrain or headache, sleeping disorder and such.
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Scattering
The spectrum within visible rays exhibits greater scattering the shorter they are, with scattering also occurring within
the eyeball. When the light from a light source with strong blue light is scattered within the eyeball, it is perceived
as glare and dazzle.

Cornea

Retina

Blue light [380~500nm]

Lens

Scattering image figure
Clear visual performance can be provided by TRI-R because it has no blue peak.

TRI-R
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@160,000 lux

@160,000 lux
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Human Friendly
TRI-R recreates the full spectrum of sunlight over the course of the day, from morning
rays to the setting sun. As not only the color of the TRI-R's light but its entire spectrum
has carefully calibrated to mimic genuine sunlight, the TRI-R provides light capable of
supporting your circadian rhythms.
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Circadian lighting
TRI-R achieved to provide extremely diverse range of color temperatures versus to typical LED. Its capability can
produce from candle fire’s (2000K) to mid-afternoon of fine weather day’s (6500K). Moreover, since it reproduces
sunlight spectrums at all degree of its spectrum, it has natural color rendering property at any color temperature,
lessening unpleasant dazzle to our eyes. This allows multiple selections to illumination planning. From office
environment with adjusted color temperature to entering sunlight, or comforting space with color temperature
identical to candle’s. By applying this extensive range of color temperature and sunlight spectrum, it’s possible to
develop circadian system that reproduces solar day’s color temperature of sunlight spectrum or obtains natural
dimmer toning likely to incandescent light bulb.

Dawn 4000K

Midday 5000K

Sunlight

Dusk 2700K

Sunlight
Sunlight

Continuous spectrum and CCT of sunlight | 2700K – 5000K
2700K Sunlight

4000K Sunlight
5000K Sunlight
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Message from experts
Mr. Ingo Maurer
Designer

The incandescent light bulb is special, because, with its filament, it reminds us of fire. Fire is a natural light source
but humans use and control it since ancient times. Its warmth makes us feel save. Until recently, LED lighting, or
the light emitted by fluorescent bulbs never achieved to create the same atmosphere.
Since the quality of LEDs has become so much better, in many cases it is now possible and recommendable to
replace incandescent of halogen bulbs with high-quality LEDs. But the emphasis here is on “high-quality”. As a
designer, LED technology provides a lot of new possibilities. We now can create lighting fixtures that are very
thin or flat. It is an exciting change and since the early 2000s, my team and I presented many new designs that
would not have been possible without LED technology. But I still love the shape of the lightbulb, and it’s warm
light. We believe that we should be permitted to use a variety of light sources, each with their unique quality, just
as we can consume a variety of bread or use a variety of cars, which consume more or less energy.
The TRI-R bulb is an amazing combination of the new technology and the bulb.I am still amazed of its light. It
dims smoothly, providing brightness when turned up, and when you dim it, the bright spot in the middle of the
bulb turns to a beautiful reddish tone. I was always very skeptic before the meetings with the engineers who
presented the prototypes. I think it is a great achievement. Bravo!

Arch. Marco Piva
Architect

“Lighting design is a fight against darkness“
When I design lighting, my reference models are paintings, particularly Renaissance paintings. I've always been
fascinated by the light in paintings. Light is never insignificant and it's always used theatrically. Its value goes
beyond the technical, optical, or sensory aspects as it helps emphasize situations and moods, becoming a
strong psychic, emotional, and narrative ingredient.
Fascinated by the world's magic and continuous transformations, I address projects — from architecture to
design — as a process of continuous research into volumes, surfaces, materials, and light, to help build future
scenarios stretching between function and emotion.
It is precisely this theme of light that I have addressed in several projects relating to lighting systems, where the
light loses its connotation as a static feature, and becomes freed in space like a dynamic vibration.

Arch. Francesco Murano
Architect / Lighting Designer

Assistant Professor of Department of Design in Polytechnic University of Milan
Up until a little while ago, LED technology had been considered as a field suffering from technical problems
and, hence, its quality had not reached the required level. However, there have recently been considerable
improvements being made, just as can be seen in the color values perceived by people (CRI).
A remarkable feature being witnessed within the exhibition field is the extension of the life span of LEDs -the
most considerable change to date-, constituting a great improvement in the problem of maintenance. When
changing halogen bulbs, people have the tendency to choose the wrong type of bulb, often causing the
problem of different types of bulbs existing within the same space.
When I used TRI-R, what I noticed the most was the difference in color. This is partly because its CRI values are
high, but I also felt that by using warm light and cold light -that is to say, by mixing two color light sources with
different color temperatures- we were able to achieve a completely different result from the point of view of
the senses and how the colors are perceived. The colors were shown with a much clearer radiance. I believe
the reason for this can be attributed to the fact that the light was generated as a continuous spectrum similar
to sunlight.
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Prof./Dr. Christian Cajochen

Head Centre for Chronobiology at the University of Basel
Around 20 years ago, I started to be fascinated by light. Many people think that light is the most ordinary thing
in the world, which does not influence us in any particular way. However, when I started to realize how important
light is for sleep especially for those people who are not able to see the light, I was fascinated by the fact that
light can, first of all, affect sleep and, second, that light is the most powerful ‘drug’ influencing our circadian
rhythms. We do not have any medication as powerful as light to regulate our daily circadian rhythm. Thus, for
me light is also a medication.
A lot of people wish incandescence lamps to come back as they got used to them and they like its colours but I
think that LED will be the future. I hope that LED can create any kind of light we want so we can sort of tailor the
light. For me, it’s a bit boring just to have only incandescent light. LED has a lot of potential to be put in different
areas, for instance, in domestic areas at home, in schools, in hospitals, in museums, etc. You can specify which
colour temperature, which spectral characteristics and intensity you want. For that reason, LED’s future will be
very bright. I am very much interested in dynamic light solutions, which mimic light in the course of the day. My
personal motivation is to find out how important the shape of light and its temporal dynamics are in terms of
their impact on human circadian rhythms and sleep.

Prof./Dr. Hitoshi Okamura

Professor of Department of Systems Biology in Kyoto University
Circadian rhythms are a gift from our planet, and an endogenous clock that synchronizes us with the rotation of
Earth resides at the core of the cell since the dawn of life. This oscillatory machinery, composed of clock genes
discovered at the end of the last century, orchestrates physiology and metabolism.
Sleep-wake cycles are the most important circadian rhythms. The circadian clock whispers to you: “now is time
for you to get up” and “now you should sleep”. Every day, our body clock is reset by morning light that regulates
our clock genes. Light until late at night disrupts clock gene oscillations, and disorganization of cell regeneration
and metabolism ensures. As a result, health is impaired, and the risk of developing hypertension, obesity and
other life-style related diseases increases.
The circadian clock is confronted to the new artificial environment of our modern 24/7 society. LED apparatuses,
including televisions, smartphones and personal computers, excessively excite blue light-sensitive melanopsin
expressing cells, and confounds the master clock in the brain. We need to avoid these abnormal stimuli that
disrupt autonomic nervous functions and promote diseases. If you instead obey you natural rhythms, you will be
reborn healthy every morning when you get up!

University of Bologna

The Alma Mater Studiorum-University of Bologna, the oldest University in the Western
world, covers all disciplines and many of them, Agriculture, Architecture, Engineering,
Medicine, Cultural Heritage, Biotechnology, Veterinary are interested in utilizing light for
different purposes.
TRI-R LEDs, as a component of indoor lighting systems, could contribute not only to human wellbeing but
also to a well-balanced and more natural growth of plants, used for indoor green landscaping (e.g. in green
walls and interior green isles). Their low thermal output allows the lamp positioning inside the foliage with
scenographic effects and a significant energy saving.
Moreover, the lower energy requirements and their remarkable spectrum could be usefully exploited
to maximize the efficiency of artificial lighting systems in commercial greenhouses. Above all, the ‘natural’
wavelength ratio could contribute to increase the organoleptic quality of vegetables and the shelf-life and
aesthetic value of ornamental pot plants and cut flowers.
Prof./Dr. Maria Eva Giorgioni

Professor of Department of Agricultural Sciences in University of Bologna
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